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As term two comes to an end I would like to thank all parents for the support provided 
throughout this term. Your help has been appreciated.  
  
My students take this opportunity to reflect on what they have learnt over the second 
term. 
 
Mathematics 
I’ve enjoyed maths because it is a challenging subject. One thing I found this semester 
is you don’t give up. If it’s been hard I tried my hardest and discovered I got better as 
it went along. There are a lot of areas of maths which I like, for example addition, 
subtraction, division, multiplication, shapes, graph, numbers, patterns, fraction, place 
value, angles, number lines, time, tally marks and heaps of other forms. 
Gurneil 
 
In maths we did a lot of problem solving, partner work, and a lot of sums and tests. We 
did work which involved multiplication and addition problem solving. We also did 
subtraction and a little bit of division and tricky sums using brackets. We had some wild 
fun challenges when completing work, like triple digit multiplication, measuring of angle, 
etc. 
Damian  
 
English 
In English I have enjoyed reading response because I enjoy reading and all the 
different comprehension activities which are done whilst reading and when completing 
the book. I have also enjoyed the many writing activities, for example the expositions, 
narrative and recently the procedures. English hasn’t been just reading and writing it’s 
also been spelling. We’ve learned to spell our list words with fun for example drawing 
and playing games. 
Cailin 
 
English can sometimes be hard because in spelling you can get words that are difficult, 
but with the many different activities, I’ve learned to spell many new words this term. 
I’ve enjoyed writing procedures because they’re easier than expositions.  
Nikolina 
 
Science 
I have enjoyed science because we worked with partners and using computers we 
researched the topic - biomes. A biome is an environment that an animal lives in. I 
worked with my class mate Nikolina and I was really glad. I worked with her because we 
got on with everything and did everything together and we have made great friends. 
Our project went well and our final presentation in front of the class was a little scary 
but successful. 
Sienna F 
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Geography 
Geography has been a bit of a challenge because the class has had to do a lot of 
research and note taking. We are doing a project on a chosen country from Africa or 
South America and with the information we have to make a poster. Later we will 
compare the cultures, etc from these countries with ours. 
Ronan 
 
The Arts 
The Arts is really fun and my favourite subject because you get to paint, colour in and 
you can dance to music. Kathryn is fun and I enjoy working with her and have learned a 
lot this semester. In Arts we have done our own play in which our group had to write 
the script, make the props as they do in the movies. Our group, of seven the biggest in 
the class was called ‘The Seven Super Stars’. Our act is about these five teenagers who 
don’t want to go to high school.  
Charlotte C. 
 
Japanese 
I enjoyed Japanese this term. I found it a little difficult to start with but as we went 
along I found it easier and easier. Our first few lessons were just focusing on school 
bag items and learning them in Japanese, translating, writing and asking. Now its 
hiragana writing and remembering, plus weather writing, saying and remembering. 
Kaitlin 
 
Physical Education and Health 
This term hasn’t been all P.E, we’ve done health where we focused on healthy eating. 
Health is all written work which I don’t like to much because I like P.E, where we go out 
and do running and ball games. For P.E we did cross country practice running where we 
ran a number of laps. I ran the most and the fastest but I couldn’t go to the SAPSASA 
cross country carnival, because I’m too young but I’m looking forward to it next year. 
Nathan.   
 


